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Combat Linkwear delivers intelligent, configurable ensembles to transition 
the warfighter to a mission adaptable platform at the edge.
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Booz Allen is transforming the warfighter ensemble industry with the integration of 
digital engineering solutions that create intelligent systems in the form of wearable, 
high-tech garments. Combat Linkwear enhances warfighter performance with increased 
situational awareness, agility, and decision making through embedded sensors and 
power suites that can be customized to the combat mission.

FEATURES:

 + EMBEDDED SENSOR AND POWER SUITE: An open, standards-based, body-worn 
technology suite with miniaturized, low-power hardware electronics. Configurable 
ensembles reinforce a plug-and-play approach that can be customized to the 
warfighter’s role and mission. Device agnostic design reduces vendor lock and allows 
for seamless adoption of new technologies in lockstep with future warfighter needs.

 + INTELLIGENT E-TEXTILES: Novel ensembles with embedded smart textile 
technologies, sensor suites, communication networks, and power sources enhance 
agility. Eliminates the need for separate cable and power devices, addresses integration 
deficiencies between performance and protection needs, and mitigates size, weight, 
and power considerations.

 + ANALYTICS-DRIVEN PERFORMANCE: Utilizes data from body-worn sensors 
that provide near real-time health and performance metrics to enhance situational 
awareness and decision making. Adaptable to the warfighter’s end-user device, 
capabilities increase lethality and survivability at individual and small unit levels during 
operations without adding cognitive burden onto our warfighters.

For additional resources, go to 
BoozAllen.com/DigitalBattlespace
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